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Attached are the remainder of docs I am filing with tomorrow’s supplement. (as mentioned the SJC
already has these but I am resending for clarification and also to assist you in preparing your
response.) I apologize for the volume of information but again it is only the tip of the iceberg. The
selected docs will actually be helpful in preparing your response as they directly address the specific
arguments that were presented to the Board. The Board has not addressed any of the specific issues
but has instead taken a “talk to the hand” approach. Please let me know when you submit the
Board’s response Friday as I would like to get my response to this in immediately after (either later
Friday or Monday depending on when it is submitted). My assumption is that they will simply “stand
their ground,” try to give the impression that I am a threat to the Commonwealth and maintain they
are just “protecting the public.”
I have already completed my response to this anticipated stance and would like to get it in as soon as
possible.
I do think it is necessary the Board address both Dr. Flood’s and Attorney Burgess’ specific and
detailed opinions here. They are valid and credible arguments based on evidence and documentary
fact. Again, I do not believe the full Board ever saw these documents in real time and Stoller simply
tossed them in a drawer or discarded them. However, the e-mails show what they knew and when
they knew it.
As Stoller does not seem to be responsive to documents sent by the U.S. Postal Service should I cc
her (and the other members of the Board’s “physician health and compliance unit” on these e-mails?
I want to make sure that it is established they were received prior to the judicial review.
Thanks Bryan.
Sincerely,
Michael Langan
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